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Advanced Technology  
For Better Vision

Digital Ray-Path® is a lens design 
technology that improves vision for the 

wearer throughout the lens.

A unique digital lens, completely optimized for each wearer. 

High Definition

Superior Visual Comfort

Better Vision Through Every Point Of The Lens

Wider Visual Fields That Provide Clarity And Comfort

Lens Personalization. Learn more about 
personalization and what benefits it brings.

Digital Ray-Path® Essentials
Learn more about what’s behind our 
superior digital lens design technology.

Every ELYSIUM® lens is adapted to the individual needs of each wearer.
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Conventional Progressives

Traditionally, progressive lenses were produced  

using a molded semi-finished blank that incorporated the  

progressive surface on the front side. These progressive blanks 

were produced in large quantities and were available in multiple 

materials; each with a range of base curves and reading additions. 

The wearer’s prescription was generated using traditional 

generators and various tools to cut simple curves on the back side 

of the lens.

The progressive design itself was fixed, molded on the front 

surface, and it didn’t change for different prescriptions. All wearers 

of a particular progressive design would receive lenses with 

identical characteristics. Ideally however the progressive lens 

characteristics should be different for each wearer, and the design 

should change not only with the prescription, but should also take 

in to account other factors such as the lens index, the selected 

frame, and the visual needs of the wearer. With conventional 

progressives, personalization for each wearer is not possible,  

and that is a significant limitation.

Understanding the  
evolution of progressives
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Digital Progressive Lenses

What are the advantages of digital surfacing?

Digital surfacing technology brought a major revolution to the optical manufacturing 

industry. This lens production technology allows us to generate and polish a complex 

surface on the back side that is specifically designed for each lens. With this new 

production method, the lens is processed from a semi-finished blank that has a 

spherical front surface. The progressive design, combined with the prescription, 

is processed on the back surface of the lens. The main advantage offered by this 

technology is the ability to produce personalized lenses. The lens design becomes 

unique, according to the prescription, material, frame and even the visual  

preferences selected by each wearer.

What makes ELYSIUM® lenses better?

The term “digital lens” applies to any lens made with digital surfacing technology. 

In order to achieve optical performance superior to that of conventional  

progressives, the lens has to be calculated using an advanced lens  

design technology. The digital surface has to be computed in a way that uses the 

wearer’s individual information to provide better vision through every point of the lens  

for that specific person. This is exactly what ELYSIUM® lenses provide  

thanks to Digital Ray-Path® technology.

Understanding the  
evolution of progressives
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Digital Ray-Path® is a lens design technology that 

improves vision for the wearer through every point of the 

lens by implementing a realistic computerized simulation 

of the lens’ optical behavior when it is placed in front of the 

wearer’s eye. This simulation analyzes the oblique 

aberrations, which are optical effects that have a negative 

impact on the lens’ visual performance. These aberrations 

are evaluated at every point of the lens, taking into account 

the rotation of the eye in conjunction with the positioning 

of the lens. With this information, Digital Ray-Path® is able 

to optimize the lens surface by calculating and correctly 

compensating for these undesired aberrations. As a 

result, Digital Ray-Path® creates a design that delivers 

better vision through every point of the lens. The wearer 

will perceive wider, more comfortable visual fields in the 

distance, intermediate and near vision zones.

Understanding the evolution of progressives

Digital Ray-Path® prepares a simulation of the lens in 

front of the eye, taking into account all of the wearer’s 

personalization parameters. The more parameters 

that are measured and provided, such as pantoscopic 

angle or back vertex distance, the more accurate the 

simulation will be.

1. Eye-Lens System 2. Space Object 3. Ray Tracing
Digital Ray-Path® uses information about the progressive 

design selected for the wearer to determine which areas 

of the lens are created for distance, intermediate or near 

vision.

Digital Ray-Path® simulates how the eye rotates to look 

in all directions, at various distances. For each position 

of the eye, it computes the oblique aberrations that 

would limit the visual quality through that particular 

point of the lens. Digital Ray-Path® uses this information 

to minimize these undesired aberrations point by point 

across the lens.

RESULT: A UNIQUE DIGITAL LENS, OPTIMIZED FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL WEARER 
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Personalization
Personalization delivers a big difference in ophthalmic 

lens design, both single vision and progressive.  

When a lens is optimized for any individual, the best 

possible optics are achieved. Even two wearers with 

the same prescription and lens material will receive 

different lenses comprehensively tailored to their 

individual biometrics and frame selection.  

Each wearer will experience the best quality of vision 

and superior comfort.

1. Prescription and Addition

Digital Ray-Path® calculates the power that the 

user will perceive once the lenses are fitted to 

the frame they have selected. The power of the 

lenses is compensated, so the wearer effectively 

gets the desired prescribed power when looking 

through the lens.

2. Monocular Pupil Distance

This is the distance from the axis of symmetry of the 

face (the centre of the nose) to the centre of the pupil. 

It is recommended to measure the monocular pupil 

distances in all instances.

3. Pupil Heights

This is the vertical distance from the pupil centre to 

the bottom of the lens when the wearer is looking 

straight ahead. It is recommended to measure it for 

each eye separately.

Unique Parameters
The personalization parameters used for the 

compensation calculations are specific to each 

individual wearer. These parameters represent the 

unique identity of each wearer and make it possible  

to create customized lenses. 
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7. Back Vertex Distance (BVD)

Distance between the cornea and the back 

surface of the lens. Pantoscopic, wrap angle 

and back vertex distance are used by Digital 

Ray-Path® to factor in the real position of the 

lens in front of the eye.

4. Frame Measurements

Horizontal Box Size (HBOX), Vertical Box Size (VBOX) and Distance Between Lenses (DBL)

Frame dimensions are used to calculate the best cosmetic appearance of the lens. Lens diameter will be selected automatically 

to obtain the minimum possible thickness. Frame dimensions also improve the efficiency of the optimization, because the final lens 

is optimized only where it is needed. Finally, pupil heights are used to automatically select the best corridor length in progressive 

lenses.

8 Near Working Distance (NWD)

This is the distance from the lens to the  

reading material, in typical position for the 

wearer. Near working distance is used to fine 

tune the Digital Ray-Path® calculation in the 

near portion of the lens. This parameter will 

also be used to compute the specific inset 

value of the progressive design for each 

individual wearer.

5. Pantoscopic Angle (PANTO)

This is the angle in the vertical plane 

between the optical axis of a spectacle lens 

and the visual axis of the eye in primary 

position.

6. Wrap Angle (ZTILT)

On frames with higher base curves such as 

sports wraps, visual performance is affected 

dramatically, making this measurement 

essential.
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Removing Oblique 
Aberration

Oblique aberration is the focusing error (including astigmatic 

error), that is experienced by a wearer when looking through 

an area of the lens that is significantly away  

from the optical centre. 

This adverse optical effect is caused by the way that light 

propagates within the lens at oblique angles, hence the name 

oblique aberration. It is difficult to compute and requires 

detailed simulation of light propagating through the  

lens and into the eye. 

Besides chromatic aberration, it is the main optical  

effect that limits the performance of ophthalmic lenses.  

Fortunately, the combination of digital surfacing technology 

and Digital Ray-Path® can drastically reduce  

oblique aberration.

Removing oblique aberration is important in 
both single vision and progressive lenses.

1. Eye looking in a lateral direction

Oblique aberrations appear when the 

wearer is looking peripherally, through a 

portion of the lens that is away from its 

optical centre. In those cases the image 

is not focused on the fovea (the tiny 

area that is responsible for our central, 

sharpest vision) and the wearer will see 

the object out of focus, vision will be 

blurred, and visual acuity will be reduced.

2. Eye looking through lens centre

When the user is looking through 

the optical centre of the lens, there 

is no oblique aberration and the 

image remains focused on the fovea. 

Conventional lenses are designed to 

perform well only in this central direction 

of sight.
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How Oblique Aberration Impacts Visual Experience
Oblique aberrations become more pronounced as the eye looks further away from the optical centre of the lens. Oblique aberration produces blurred vision and a loss in visual acuity. 

Digital Ray-Path® compensates for this effect by calculating the necessary complex lens surface that will counteract oblique aberration in each gaze direction. The result is a fully optimized 

lens, offering wider visual fields for the wearer and clearer definition from centre to edge.

Thanks to Digital Ray-Path® oblique aberration is minimized over the lens, maintaining not only good vision in the centre of the lens but also in the periphery.
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Progressive Lens

In progressive lenses oblique aberration has a greater 

negative effect, because fundamental areas of the lens, 

specifically the near vision zone and the progression 

channel, are always away from the optical centre of the lens. 

Therefore, the improvement provided by Digital Ray-Path® 

removing oblique aberration is even more important  

in progressive lenses.

Achieving Larger 
Visual Fields

Single Vision Lens

In a single vision lens oblique aberration limits the clear visual 

field to the central area of the lens. Digital Ray-Path® is able 

to minimize oblique aberration point by point, allowing a wider, 

sharper field of view.

SV lens with oblique aberration Optimized SV lens without oblique aberration

Oblique aberration reduces the progressive 

visual fields, especially in the near vision.

With Digital Ray-Path®, the clear visual fields 

are wider, due to its ability to correct oblique 

aberration in all gaze directions.
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Variable Inset Optimization

In progressive lenses the inset is the horizontal shift of the 

reading area towards the nose, with respect to the distance 

reference point. The inset is an important value that has 

been ignored and ‘standardized’ for a long time (due to the 

limitations of conventional progressive designs). 

Every wearer ideally needs a different inset to maximize the 

binocular near visual field. The correct inset value depends 

on the prescription, pupillary distances and near working 

distance. In Digital Ray-Path® lenses, the inset is exactly 

calculated for each wearer, taking into account all the 

individual’s parameters. 

The variable inset is just one more factor that improves 

the near visual field for the wearer.
3. Correct Calculation

Proper and accurate inset calculation makes 

for a larger and more comfortable reading 

area.

2. Inaccurate Calculation

Insufficient binocular performance due to 

wrong inset calculations. Usable reading 

area is smaller.

1. Inset (d) Calculation Parameters

• Near Working Distance (s)

• Nasopupilar Distance (NPD)

• Prescription

• Back Vertex Distance (BVD)

s

d

BVD

NPD
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Frame Flexibility

Wearers can choose any frame they like 
without restriction.

Total Personalization

When possible, the measurements for all personalization parameters should be included with the lens 

order to enable full compensation. These parameters will be used by Digital Ray-Path® to refine the 

optimization of the lens. Including these parameters guarantees the very best lens for each specific 

wearer.

Partial Personalization

If some of the personalization parameters are not available, the final lens will be personalized using 

default values for those parameters that are missing. These standard values have been selected 

carefully to guarantee a correct optimization for the most common use cases. Standard values 

shouldn’t be used in cases that require special fitting, such as high base ‘wrap’ frames. Even if some 

parameter values are missing, Digital Ray-Path® will still provide superior vision over a conventional 

lens. The way that prescription, progression, material and base curve are combined on each point 

of the lens will still be optimized, which accounts for a significant improvement of the lens.

Degrees of Personalization

When Digital Ray-Path® lenses are ordered; 
they can be partially or completely personalized, 

depending on the information that is available 
from the wearer. In any case, the advantage over 

conventional lenses is significant.

Digital Ray Path® lenses, both progressive and single vision, provide excellent vision for any wearer, 

regardless of the frame that is selected. The Digital Ray-Path® optimization process provides new 

freedom in frame selection. The lenses are completely personalized for each frame, so there are no 

longer frame limitations imposed by the prescription. 

 

No more worries if a high myopic wearer wants to choose a sport frame. Even in extreme cases, 

with a high base curve and high addition, the wearer will have excellent vision in any gaze direction. 

Additionally, Digital Ray Path® lenses can be calculated with automatic decentration to improve the 

final thickness of the lens. The final lens diameter will be perfectly calculated for the specific frame 

selected.
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In high prescriptions and sport frames, the effect of oblique aberration becomes more pronounced. In these situations, lens optimization  

with Digital Ray-Path® is even more essential. Oblique aberration is the reason it is often difficult for wearers of conventional lenses to adapt to their new  

sport frames, especially if they have a significantly high prescription. Digital Ray-Path® technology is equally as effective on extreme prescriptions and curved 

frame shapes, providing sharp visual acuity in all gaze directions and fast wearer adaptation.

Oblique aberration in high prescriptions

In high prescription lenses, oblique aberration becomes more severe from optical 

centre to edge, compared to low or medium prescriptions. High prescription wearers, 

whether myopic, astigmatic or hyperopic, may find very limited clear visual fields in 

lenses that are not optimized. The higher the prescription, the more the wearer will 

notice the advantages of Digital Ray-Path®.

The best vision in any gaze direction

Digital-Ray-Path® expands the clear visual 

field to the whole lens. Oblique aberration 

is minimized, offering the wearer the best 

quality of vision through every point of the 

lens.

  

With Digital Ray-Path®, there are no 

limitations in frame selection. The lens 

will always be optimized and the wearer 

will have clear and comfortable vision.

In high prescriptions and sport frames, the effect of oblique aberration becomes more pronounced.  
In these situations, lens optimization with Digital Ray-Path® is even more essential. 

Personalization for High Prescriptions and Sport Frames

Oblique aberration in sports frames

Removing oblique aberration is especially important in curved wrap frames. 

Uncompensated oblique aberration is the reason why some wearers feel 

uncomfortable when they are using their prescription lenses fitted in a high wrap 

frame. In conventional lenses, oblique aberration reduces the clear visual field, and 

wearers feel like they can only see clearly through the centre of the lens. Digital Ray-

Path® can easily correct the effects of high curvature and provide an improved visual 

experience for users of sport frames.

Conventional Single 
Vision Wrap

HD Single Vision Wrap
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The ELYSIUM® Visual 
Lifestyle Analysis App

All ELYSIUM® progressives take individualized lens design to 

a whole new level thanks to Digital Ray-Path® Technology.

 

When dispensed in conjunction with our VISUAL LIFESTYLE 

ANALYSIS APP, which can be used by either consumer or 

optical professional as part of the lens selection process, 

progressive wearers can have lenses specifically designed to 

match their individual needs and lifestyle.

 

This clever new interactive user friendly on-screen 

consultation app is available as a free download via the Apple 

store for iPad and generates confidence by transforming the 

buying experience for progressive wearers to identify the best 

ELYSIUM® lens design for each individual through a series 

of steps engineered to evaluate the wearers’ expectations, 

needs, previous experience and reading habits.
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The Benefits

Benefits for Your Practice

 Innovative and attractive selling tool

 Convincing argument during the selection process

 All lens features are easily explained to wearers

 Wearer expectations are guided through the dispensing  

 process to guarantee lens satisfaction

Benefits for Your Patients

 Top range progressive lens with physiological parameters  

 and lifestyle habits personalization

 Easy and fast adaptation to the final lens

 Interactive tool that allows wearer to participate in the  

 lens selection process using advanced technology

CONFIDENCE FOR ALL
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